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practice of human rights advocacy. However, the
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To those interested in the role of human
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rights activism in contemporary international pol‐
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itics, the main contribution of the book is that it
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demonstrates how much international human
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In her concluding chapter, Becker posits that
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man rights activism than what comes across in
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the book?

While such stories are important and interesting,
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Furthermore, detailing as many as eleven cas‐

ries’ editor, perhaps with fewer cases, could have

es means that it is necessary to take some short‐
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cuts. In many places Becker simply refers to the

her stories of the practices of human rights advo‐
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There are two main problems with the book
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from an academic perspective. First, Becker does

vide very interesting detail in some chapters and
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could have been discussed at greater length and

on human rights (except in the appendix on fur‐
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International would have made the book more in‐
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Taken together, Becker’s book represent a

Secondly, partly related to the first problem,

striking demonstration of the scale, breath, and

because Becker focuses on lessons learned from

intensity of contemporary human rights advoca‐

effective strategies for human rights advocacy,

cy. Its detail and clear focus make it a good start‐

she offers only passing mention of highly relevant
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aspects of human rights activism. For example,

rights studies, and it offer examples and insights

the author does not make a systematic attempt to
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al human rights activism. Governments are men‐

of this book for scholars lies in the detail of the

tioned in most chapters, but their roles remain

particular cases and in what these cases demon‐

elusive. One example here is that the rapidly ex‐

strate as a whole with regard to the practices of
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must have required quite substantial funding.
Becker mentions how some governments helped

Notes

fund the work of the coalition of NGOs that fought
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